ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION TUNING
For 6L80E - 6L90E - 8L45E - 8L90E - 10L80E - 10L90E

Part #710012-I

This is a fully electronically controlled transmission. Please understand that proper tuning of the TCM and ECM is mandatory.

- This transmission MUST be tuned! We are both at the mercy of your abilities and laptop!

- ATI does NOT supply a TCM tune with the transmission or programmed in the transmission. We are able to dyno your transmission, and verify function and pressures but not manipulate or tune anything for your vehicle. ATI has verified that all the gears work, the unit makes pressure, and has good cooler pressure and flow.

- ATI guarantees the HARD parts to be what you ordered and will hold the power you told us at the weight, gear and other specifications that you provided to us.

- ATI does NOT guarantee any soft parts, shipping or labor to replace and fix the unit. For example – If all the clutches are burnt up, they are soft parts!

- All 6L/8L/10L family transmissions are torque based shifted units. The torque signal is calculated through the ECM. Therefore, transmission performance and longevity are directly dependent on the delivered torque signal which is calculated in the TCM.

- ATI does not recommend using maximum pressures or deleting torque management completely as it will cause seal failure and/or hard part breakage.

Please note!

ATI is not responsible for improper transmission tunes. Consult a professional tuner for recommendations.